
WHAT BIT OF IT DON'T YOU UNDERSTAND?

Abstract:
The saying “it from bit” conjures up the idea of a universe which is 
nothing more than information, a simulation running on a computer, or an 
amorphous  collection  of  non-physical  numbers  from  which  solid  reality 
somehow condenses. This idea makes for good science fiction stories and 
after-dinner conversations, but we are more likely to make scientific 
progress by treating information as a useful concept, just like energy, 
leaving aside the question of whether it is more or less real than matter. 

  The now-famous saying "It from bit" invites us to consider the possibility 
that the reductionist paradigm of science will reach (or possibly has already 
reached) a natural conclusion. Over the course of several centuries the objects 
around us have been found to be formed of molecules, which themselves are made 
of atoms. These in turn are made of electrons and a nucleus. The nucleus is made 
of protons and neutrons, which are themselves composed of quarks. This process 
of discovery has begged the twin questions of whether there is a fundamental 
layer to reality - a primal medium from which everything else is constructed, 
and if so, what this medium may be. Along the way, our world view has 
transitioned from a classical one to a quantum one, the latter inviting a 
description of the basic layer of reality in terms of a finite number of bits. 
Whereas a planet's distance from its parent star may require an infinite amount 
of information to specify to arbitrary accuracy, an electron can be succinctly 
described as residing in a particular orbital around an atomic nucleus. 
Furthermore as technology has developed, our view of the Universe has also 
adapted to fit the state-of-the-art. We have moved from a clockwork universe, to 
a cosmic steam engine gradually winding its way down to a state of maximum 
entropy, to a computer. These two trends have reached a common point in the idea 
that the Universe may be information first and foremost, that information is the 
primal medium from which the matter we experience in day-to-day life is built. 
This interpretation of the phrase "it from bit" harks back to the Pythagorean 
idea that "all is number". But it is not necessarily what Wheeler meant when he 
coined the phrase. 

  There are several different possible roles information could play in a 
fundamental view of the universe. At one extreme the universe may be nothing 
more than information, and the physical world we observe is in some sense a 
simulation of matter and spacetime. It may be that matter and spacetime are 
real, but their interactions are isomorphic to the functioning of a computer. It 
may be that information is a useful concept which we as intelligent being have 
invented to describe the workings of the universe we live in. All these options 
presume that information is a basic feature of the universe at any given moment. 
But we may also consider the possibility that information plays its most 
important role in dynamical processes. In this essay, we will not single out any 
particular option as preferable. We have no "axe to grind", nor do we have any 
scientific model to advocate. Rather we wish to argue, mostly for the benefit of 
those with a casual interest, that viewing information as more fundamental than 
matter, energy or spacetime doesn't gain us anything, and we'd be better off 
treating information on an equal footing, as a useful concept rather than a 
basic constituent of reality. 
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  If the universe is nothing more than information we have to ask ourselves 
whether that information resides in some storage medium. Is the universe simply 
a collection of ones and zeroes in the memory of a computer sitting on the desk 
of a bug-eyed alien scientist in some other universe? If so, we gain nothing.    
The search for a fundamental theory of the universe stalls, unless we find a way 
to ask the bug-eyed alien what the laws of physics are in their universe. There 
is a danger of an infinite regression, akin to the problem that occurs when 
asking "If a god made the universe, where did god come from?" It is a 
philosophical and scientific cul-de-sac. Of course it may be true that the 
universe is just a program on somebody's desktop, so perhaps we should maintain 



an open-minded attitude to this possibility. But it seems doubtful that this 
would actually help us learn more about how the laws of physics came about, for 
instance. 

  If spacetime and matter are real, but their interactions are isomorphic to the 
functioning of a computer, then viewing the universe in terms of matter, energy, 
and spacetime is no better or worse than viewing it in terms of information, and 
different approaches may suit different situations. But then it makes no sense 
to ask whether matter or information is more real. The universe is a computer 
for running a perfect simulation of itself, just as Australia is a perfectly-
detailed 1:1 scale map of Australia.

  So let us step away from the idea that the universe is built of information. 
It seems unlikely that this was Wheeler's meaning in any case. He once stated

"... every it - every particle, every field of force, even the spacetime 
continuum itself - derives its function, its meaning, its very existence 
entirely - even if in some contexts indirectly - from the apparatus-
elicited answers to yes-or-no questions, binary choices, bits."

This view seems to parallel the view we derive from relativity that the 
properties of objects (their mass, length, etc.) are defined differently for 
each observer depending on observation. When Alice measures the length of a 
spaceship flying past her, she does so (directly or indirectly) by using 
electromagnetic interactions. Light pulses are the standard example. Bob, riding 
along with the spaceship, does similarly. There is no greater degree of reality 
or truthfulness given to Alice's or Bob's measurement. Each measurement is a way 
of asking a question in order to derive information from nature, each is 
grounded in the context in which the question is asked, and each is equally 
valid. It from bit, from this perspective, seems to be a way of saying that the 
universe is fundamentally egalitarian, that the laws of physics abhor a 
preferred reference frame.  

  It seems more productive to ponder the role of information in the universe, 
and use these musings to frame questions about how the laws of physics actually 
work. Let's ask a very simple question. Why do objects continue to move in 
straight lines at constant speed unless acted upon by a net external force? This 
simple fact, Newton's first law of motion, contradicted the earlier views of the 
ancient Greeks and medieval philosophers who believed that circular motion was 
perfect and that a constant force was required to make an object follow a 
straight path. But if an object set in motion were to tend to move in a circle, 
one could validly ask how such a circular path is defined. The object's initial 
velocity defines its tangential velocity, but how does the object “choose” the 
radius and centre of its circular path from the potentially infinite number of 
circular paths at its disposal? It seems that an object set in motion is 
required to obey Newton's first law by a lack of information. It is tempting to 
say that Newton's first law could be derived from a “principle of minimal 
arbitrariness” - at least classically an object cannot invent new information to 
define how it will behave. 

  Such a principle of minimal arbitrariness may sound silly or bogus. But the 
attempt to use information as a paradigm for defining the way physical laws 
work, and possibly where they come from seems to illustrate that physics has 
more to gain from treating information as a useful concept, than from elevating 
it to the status of the fundamental building-block of reality. This is a better 
interpretation of “it from bit”. Likewise as noted above our understanding of 
information gleaned from measuring the lengths of moving spaceships or the rate 
of ticking clocks suggests that the laws of nature are in some sense required to 
be egalitarian. There is nothing particularly new or surprising in such a 
statement. It is part of a trend away from a view of the universe as springing 
from the imagination of a god, who could be as arbitrary as they liked, towards 
a world in which an over-arching, simple set of rules define reality.



  Ultimately it seems that “it from bit” is a soundbite which evokes images of 
reality as an illusion. Surely it is better to take a more pragmatic 
interpretation and see information of just another probe of reality. To study 
its properties in the hope that they will help us understand the way the world 
works more readily. To understand, maybe, if the universe had to be the way it 
is.  


